Dear Parents,
Greetings from SREE VIDYANIKETHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL!!!
We hope you and your family is doing well and safe within your homes by
following all the precautionary steps as laid down by the Government.
This pandemic has left a greater impact on all of us and most importantly on
the education of children. At this crucial time, moulding them in a righteous
way is the responsibility of the parents as well as the team at SVIS.
These are challenging times and I’m sure, we will emerge far stronger,
healthier, and resilient from the pandemic with all the possible new methods
of learning and teaching.
This email is to inform you about our planning and how we are gearing up to
start the new learning sessions for all the students by keeping all the
precautionary measures to combat COVID -19. Everybody is uncertain if our
students will be physically present in the school in the month of June or even
later. However, we will start the academic year on 8th June, for all the classes
through Online platforms. (UKG to 12th Class)
You will receive an e-mail from our School by the first week of June providing
you details regarding the schedule and structured plan.
The Online sessions that we had for all the students in the month of April, paved
a way for us to understand and assess this experience. This led us to look at the
Virtual Classroom with all security systems on! The Teachers are currently
trained about behavioral changes, entry, exit transport, field, infirmary, social
distancing rules, and how to follow them.
The entire school has already started planning and preparing for these sessions
and our teachers are currently attending Virtual Professional Development
Sessions and Webinars conducted by various Agencies.
We request parents to join us in encouraging and supporting students in these
online learning opportunities as the "new" classroom setting and use
technology wisely, not to become prey to Cyber Crime!

Let’s all get ready for “THE NEW NORMAL”
Once the Government announces the reopening of the schools, we will revert
to you with a detailed Action plan for the same. The School Premises is being
disinfected and sanitized by all standards every day! Provisions will be made
for social distancing as per Government and W.H.O’s protocol.
Fee Payment Scheme launched
Vidyanikethan has emailed a letter regarding the Payment assistance of the
Fee. The parents can register through the link (http://fee.vidyanikethan.edu)
and follow the process.
In case you need to connect with us, please find the details below:
Mr. Kiran V.P- M: 7337333724
Mr. Sreekanth A.O. M: 9160999971
Mrs. Manasa FDM M: 9160999988
We thank you all for your continued trust in us.

Mr.N.V.K. Prasad,
Principal
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